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Abstract. The water pollutants removal and the metal nanoparticles synthesis were 
demonstrated by the applying high voltage discharge plasma at room temperature. The 
experiments were performed in continuous system by the flowing liquid and gas phases 
simultaneously in a glass capillary tube, where various gas types were employed as a gas 
phase. The optical emission spectroscopy (OES) equipment identified that the reactive 
oxidation species were obviously observed at each gas type. The generation rate of them 
can be enhanced significantly by changing the reactor type from straight to helical form. 
The water pollutants removal rate has order from oxygen > air > nitrogen > argon > 
helium. Furthermore, the silver or gold nanoparticles can be synthesized by this plasma 
reactor system. The transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images indicated that the 
particle products had spherical morphology with a diameter size smaller than 10 nm. It 
was deduced that the process presented here is an innovative and applicable in practice, 
and it can lead to advanced organic compounds degradation and nanoparticles synthesis 
technology. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Plasma, mostly, can be stated as a partially or fully 
ionized gas consisting of electrons, ions, and neutral 
species, and it can be formed by applying energy to an 
inert gas, resulting in the charge carrier generation. When 
the electron or the photon with enough energy collides 
with neutral molecule and atom in the input gas 
(photoionization or electron–impact ionization), the 
electron and ion in the gas state would be generated. 
These collisions can be either inelastic or elastic collision 
[1–3]. Since the interaction between plasma and water 
may offer the unique or favorable properties medium for 
the experimental chemists, their interaction has attracted 
much interest for the various applications [1, 2, 4]. 
Moreover, since the implementation in various 
applications is easy with cheap operating cost, the high 
voltage discharge plasma in liquid and gas–liquid 
environments at atmospheric condition become to have 
superior popularity. 
When the high voltage discharge plasma was applied 
in liquid water or gas–liquid water environment, the 
reactive molecules and the reactive species which possess 
high reactivity, i.e. hydrogen peroxide molecule, oxygen 
molecule, hydrogen molecule, and hydroxyl radicals, 
might be generated. Besides the chemical phenomena, 
several of physical phenomena, i.e. shock wave 
generation, electrical field, and ultraviolet radiation, also 
would be found during the applying high voltage 
discharge plasma [5–7]. Since, in a gas medium, the 
discharge plasma normally is more easily to be initiated 
than in a liquid medium, the less energy was needed to 
generate plasma in a gas–liquid media than that was 
needed to generate plasma that was directly introduced in 
a liquid medium [8–10]. This is, of course, a positive 
effect in terms of operating cost during the applying high 
voltage discharge plasma. Here, the high voltage 
discharge plasma in a gas–liquid media was utilized to 
decompose water pollutant compounds [11, 12] and to 
synthesize nanoparticles [13, 14] in a slug–flow reactor 
system with argon gas as the gas phase. 
In this manuscript, we presented the review of our 
previous related studies where methylene blue (MB) and 
coomassie brilliant blue R−250 (CBB) were selected as 
water pollutants model compounds [11,12]. These 
organic dye compounds possessed an intense color and 
have been used widely in industries such as printing, 
textile, and pharmaceutical [15–17]. Their use may 
generate the wastewater containing organic dye 
compounds in the environment in a large volume. 
Although at a low concentration, the existence of these 
dye compounds in wastewater can result in water 
pollutants. Moreover, MB and CBB were also ordinary 
employed to represent organic dye compounds that are 
very hard to decompose in wastewater streams by using 
the irradiation of visible–light process. In addition to the 
decomposition of water pollutant compounds, this high 
voltage discharge plasma system was also employed to 
synthesize silver and gold nanoparticles [13, 14]. These 
nanoparticles were known to have distinctive properties, 
i.e. optical absorption spectra, biological, easy surface 
modification, high electrical conductivity, and thermal 
properties; Hence, they can be involved in diverse 
applications [18–20]. In subsequent, the high voltage 
discharge plasma in this system is able to enhance the 
decomposition rate of water pollutant compounds and to 
improve the metal nanoparticle production rate. 
 
2. Plasma as a Reaction Medium 
 
As informed above, in the discharge plasma system 
with liquid water or gas–liquid water environment, the 
high level and potential energy of radical, ion, and excited 
species were found and may serve as highly reactive 
media for various chemical processes. During applying 
the high voltage discharge plasma in an aqueous media, 
the reactions occurring can be presumed to be as follows 
[11, 21, 22]. The reactions were initiated by the 
dissociation of water and ionisation of water molecule. 
 
H2O +  e
−  →  H2O * +  e
−  (1) 
H2O +  e
−  →  OH•  +  H•  + 𝑒−  (2) 
H2O  →  H2  +  
1
2
 O2   (3) 
H2O +  e
−  →  H2O
+  +  2e−  (4) 
H2O
+  +  H2O →  H3O
+  +  OH  (5) 
The formed radicals may interact with each other to 
generate stable hydrogen molecule, hydrogen peroxide 
molecule, or regenerated water. 
 
H•  +  H•  →  H2    (6) 
OH•  +  OH•  →  H2O2   (7) 
H• +  OH•  →  H2O   (8) 
To favor this condition, the high voltage discharge 
plasma was applied in a slug–flow reactor system with 
diverse gases, i.e. nitrogen (N2), oxygen (O2), helium (He), 
and argon (Ar), as the gas phase. Fig. 1 illustrated the 
schematic diagram apparatus for discharge plasma 
generation in a slug–flow reactor system. This apparatus 
consists of a glass capillary tube as a slug–flow reactor 
that has 2.0 mm inner diameter; the HPLC pump 
(LC−10AD, Shimadzu Co., Japan), to pump the starting 
materials; the gas flow meter (RK−1250, Kofloc 
Instruments Inc., Japan), to adjust the gas phase flow rate; 
and the pulsed power supply (TE–HVP1510K300–NP, 
Tamaoki Electronics Co. Ltd., Japan), to generate 
electrical discharge plasma. The procedure experiment 
was described elsewhere [11–14]. To form the gas−liquid 
slug–flow condition, the gas and the liquid from two 
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different streams were flowed in the glass capillary tube 
simultaneously. They were met via the union Tee–














































Fig. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating (a) straight and (b) 
helical types of plasma reactor [11–14]. 
 
Next, to generate discharge plasma in the gas−liquid 
slug–flow system, the bipolar high–voltage from pulsed 
power supply was introduced through a cooper sheet 
electrode to the slug flow reactor system. This electrode 
was placed on the outside of the glass capillary tube 
surface. The digital oscilloscope (TDS2024C, Tektronix 
Inc.) was employed to monitor the applied voltage and 
current during experiments. HR4000 Ocean Optics and 
ICCD camera PI−MAX 512 devices also were used to 
capture the spectral analysis and the optical emission 
intensity distribution of discharge plasma in the slug flow 
reactor system, respectively. Although all experiments 
were carried out at room temperature, the temperatures 
of the starting materials and the solution products were 
monitored by using K–type thermocouple which 
assembled to the digital temperature controller (model 
TR–KN, AS–ONE Corp., Japan). The temperature 
(before and after treatment by a high voltage discharge 
plasma) was kept at around 25 ± 2 °C. The UV−vis 
spectrophotometer V−550 (Jasco Corporation, Japan) 
and the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (JEM–
2100Plus, Japan Electronic Co., Ltd.) with energy–
dispersive X–ray spectroscopy devices were employed to 
analyze the aqueous solution products and to 
characterize the collected nanoparticle products. 
 
3. Reactive Oxidation Species 
 
Figure 2 displays the emission spectra of discharge 
plasma with diverse gaseous phases in the wavelength 
ranges from 200 to 900 nm that were captured from the 
gas−liquid bubble surface in the slug–flow reactor system. 
There are many ways to characterize the discharge 
plasma that was introduced on the surface of gas−liquid 
solution, and these characterization ways may give an 
effective information for the object which was contacted 
with a high voltage discharge plasma in the solution [23, 
24]. Probably, the simplest technique to identify the 
reactive species generated from the interaction between 
the high voltage discharge plasma and gas−liquid water 
media is optical emission spectroscopy (OES) via optical 
fiber and spectrometer devices. As informed above, the 
reactive molecules and the reactive species with high 
reactivity were generated when the aqueous solution 
medium was treated by the high voltage discharge plasma 
in or over its surface. These reactive species may interact 
and react with the substances, especially organic 

















Fig. 2. Emission spectrum of pulsed discharge plasma on 
the water surface with various gases [11]. 
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 It can be seen in Fig. 2, the reactive molecules 
and the reactive species were discovered clearly at each 
OES spectrum. It means that the reactive radicals were 
successfully generated in the slug–flow reactor system by 
the applying high voltage discharge plasma onto the 
surface of gas−liquid water bubbles. When the argon gas 
was employed as a gas phase, the depopulation of 4p 
level via multiple 4p−4s transition processes occur. As a 
result, as shown in Fig. 2(d), the atomic argon emission 
was found dominantly in the infrared zone from 700 to 
900 nm [25, 26]. At this condition, the dissociative 
excitation process of oxygen atom may also occurs 
resulting in the high−lying excited energy levels of 
atomic oxygen. Although, this dissociative excitation 
process was not occurred intensively, the spectral 
emission of oxygen element still can be observed by the 
OES spectrometer device and was shown in the infrared 
zones at around 845 and 777 nm. Besides the spectral 
emission of oxygen element, the spectral emission in the 
visible zones at around 656 nm and 309 nm were also 
observed clearly in Fig. 2(d). These spectral emissions 
were associated with the existence of atomic hydrogen 
and hydroxyl radical species, respectively, in the slug–
flow reactor system. When the oxygen or helium gas was 
introduced in the slug–flow reactor system to generate 
bubble motions, the peaks spectral emission at the 
wavelengths of 777 and 667 nm that were corresponded 
to the atomic oxygen and atomic helium, respectively, 
can be observed clearly. At these OES spectra, the peak 
spectral emission at 309 nm was also found clearly. This 
peak revealed that the hydroxyl radical species was also 
generated when the oxygen or helium gas was employed 
as a gas phase in the slug–flow reactor system [25, 27]. 
As shown in Fig. 2(b), the spectral emission at the 
wavelength zones from 300 to 400 nm was observed 
prominently when the nitrogen gas was introduced in the 
slug–flow reactor system as a gas phase. It revealed that 
the atomic nitrogen species were generated abundantly. 
Hsieh el al. [26] conducted experiment to analyze the 
characteristic of discharge plasma in a gas–liquid water 
medium by using OES spectrophotometer in flow 
reactor system. They informed that the hydroxyl radical 
species can be formed from the transition of hydroxyl 
(A2Σ+➔X2Π) when the nitrogen gas was applied as a gas 
phase. Hence, as shown in this figure, although the 
strong emission at the wavelength from 300 to 400 nm 
corresponding to atomic nitrogen species was observed 
prominently, the spectral emission attributing to the 
hydroxyl radical species at the wavelength of 309 nm was 
still found clearly. Based on these OES spectra, it could 
be said that the variety of reactive species generation and 
the electronic transition phenomenon occur during the 
applying high voltage discharge plasma onto the liquid 
water solution [26]. 
 Figure 2 also illustrated that the hydroxyl radicals 
seem to have the robust peak spectral emission in each 
OES spectra. It might be caused by the high conductivity 
of liquid solution as a medium, where the liquid 
environment with a high conductivity may act as a 
grounded electrode and may give a significant influence 
on the high voltage discharge plasma characteristics [26, 
28, 29]. Lukes et al. [28] observed the activity of plasma–
chemical by applying pulsed discharge plasma in the 
liquid water as a medium. They informed that the 
increasing solution conductivity, which was attributed to 
the higher concentration of ions in the liquid water 
medium, can affect strongly the streamer propagation 
channel of discharge plasma. The shorter of streamer 
propagation channel might occur at the higher liquid 
water conductivity leads to the generation of the 
discharge plasma in a denser condition. As a result, the 
hydroxyl radical species can be generated abundantly at 
the higher liquid water conductivity. Jiang et al. [29] also 
informed that the generation of hydroxyl radical species 
was strongly influenced by the liquid water conductivity 
as a medium when they observed the remediation of 
wastewater by using the high voltage discharge plasma 
technology. They reported that the maximum value of 
hydroxyl radical species in the OES spectra was found 
when the wastewater remediation process was performed 





























Fig. 3. Total amounts of reactive oxidation species [11, 
12]. 
 
To analyze the total amounts of reactive oxidation 
species in the plasma apparatus, as a substitute for liquid 
water medium, the aqueous solution containing starch 
and potassium iodide was employed as a liquid phase in 
the slug–flow reactor system. When the high voltage 
discharge plasma was applied onto this aqueous solution, 
DOI:10.4186/ej.2021.25.9.1 
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the color of this aqueous solution shifted into purple 
color. The shift in the color solution from transparent 
into purple color indicated that the aqueous solution 
interacts and reacts with reactive species that were 
formed during the applying high voltage discharge 
plasma in the slug–flow reactor system. Next, the total 
amounts of reactive oxidation species were determined 
based on the change of solution concentration (starch 
and potassium iodide) due to its reaction with the 
reactive oxygen species in the aqueous solution media [30, 
31]. In brief, the simple reaction pathway can be 
described as follows. First, the oxidation reaction of 
iodine ion (I−) into the iodine molecule (I2) by the 
generated reactive oxygen species occurs. The next 
reaction step is the formation of tri–iodide ion (I3−) from 
the interaction between the iodine ion excess and the 
iodine molecule. In the further reaction, the tri–iodide 
ion will react with starch molecule that was pointed out 
by the transformation of color solution from transparent 
into purple color. 
Figure 3 displays the generated reactive oxidation 
species after the applying high voltage discharge plasma 
in the slug–flow reactor system. Since the different 
properties of each gas, the different gas type as a gas 
phase led to result in the different amount of the 
generated reactive oxidation species [32–34]. Takamatsu 
et al. [32] investigated the reactive oxidation species 
generated by a high voltage discharge plasma under 
various types of gas species. They reported that the type 
of gas environment strongly affects on the quantity and 
the variety of the reactive oxidation species during the 
applying high voltage discharge plasma on the aqueous 
solution surface. They explained that the formation of 
reactive oxidation species was started in the gas phase 
zone at the beginning of the applying high voltage 
discharge plasma on the aqueous solution surface. By the 
extension of this process, they were then transferred and 
distributed into the liquid phase zone. At the same time, 
the fresh reactive species was also formed. Depending on 
the properties of fresh reactive species, in the further 
process, the new reactive species will interact and react 
with each other to construct other chemical reactive 
species within a certain time. In most cases, the reactive 
species contains atomic oxygen, i.e. hydroxyl radical, 
metastable oxygen molecule, and atomic oxygen, are 
produced and detected prominently as reactive oxidation 
species products. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the OES 
spectrophotometer device detected that the hydroxyl 
radicals seemed to be the main reactive oxidation species 
during the high voltage discharge plasma treatment in the 
slug–flow reactor system at each experimental condition. 
Certainly, this process can give a beneficial result due to 
the hydroxyl radical can be acted as an important key in 
the water pollutant compound decomposition and the 
synthesis of nanoparticles via chemical reaction process 
with liquid water as a medium. Obviously, the generation 
of reactive oxidation species is higher when the oxygen 
or air gas was employed as a gas phase than the nitrogen, 
helium or argon gas was used as a gas phase in a straight 
type of slug–flow reactor system (see Fig. 3(a)). Here, as 
a substitute for natural air, the mock air was employed as 
a gas phase in this experiment. It was formed from the 
mixture of oxygen and nitrogen gases with a ratio of 20% 
and 80% for oxygen and nitrogen, respectively, due to 
the natural air normally consisted of oxygen and nitrogen 
as the main elements. When the high voltage discharge 
plasma was applied in the slug–flow reactor system with 
the oxygen gas as a gas phase, the oxygen molecule may 
undergo dissociation reaction to contribute for the 
generation of reactive oxidation species which has a 
long–lived period [29, 35, 36]. The similar reaction 
pathway may also occur when the mock air was acted as 
a gas phase due to the existence of oxygen element. 
Conversely, although the nitrogen, helium or argon gas 
might be also involved in the formation of reactive 
oxidation species, the generated reactive oxidation 
species usually has relatively short–lived period [23, 32, 
33]. This may be the main reason why the formation of 
reactive oxidation species is high when the oxygen gas or 
air was employed as a gas phase in this slug–flow reactor 
system. 
As shown in Fig. 3, with the same type of gas, the 
concentrations of the generated reactive oxidation 
species increased significantly when the slug–flow reactor 
system with helical form was used to substitute the 
straight type of reactor during the applying high voltage 
discharge plasma. The concentrations of the generated 
reactive oxidation species in the straight type of reactor 
were 0.70, 1.85, and 0.85 mM when the helium, oxygen, 
and argon were used as a gas phase, respectively. These 
concentrations increase drastically to 3.33, 7.17, and 4.17 
mM with the similar type of gas phase when the high 
voltage discharge plasma was applied in the helical type 
of reactor at the same operating conditions. Note, the 
mock air or the nitrogen gas was not used as a gas phase 
in the discharge plasma experiments with the helical type 
of reactor. Besides the substitution of reactor type from 
the straight type with 25 mm length to the helical type 
with 2.0 m length can improve the contact area between 
gas–liquid water and applied discharge plasma, it seems 
that this substitution also can provide the longer 
residence time of bubble motion in the slug–flow reactor 
system from 3 s to 3 min. This aspect is one of important 
factors in terms of applying high voltage discharge 
plasma to provoke the discharge plasma reactivity in gas–
liquid water system [37–39]. 
 
4. Water Pollutants Decomposition 
 
Figure 4 displays the conversions of CBB and MB 
dye compounds after treatment by high voltage discharge 
plasma with various gas phases in the straight and helical 
types of slug–flow reactor system. As informed before, 
besides CBB was known as a prominent synthetic dye 
and widely applied in various industrial applications, this 
dye compound is recognized to be an organic pollutant 
in wastewater when this organic pollutant released into 
the water environment directly without some treatment. 
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In addition to the highly toxic property to aquatic life, 
although at a low concentration, CBB dye compound 
may obstruct the penetration of light in the liquid water 
resulting in the decreasing photosynthesis activity [17, 40, 
41]. Consequently, the degradation process, it means 
decoloration process, for the dye compounds removal 
from wastewater stream including CBB dye compound is 
still to possess a great attention. 
In the straight type of slug–flow reactor system (see 
Fig. 4(a)), it shows obviously that the different gas 
species as a gas phase resulted in the different CBB dye 
compound degradation rate. The degradation rate could 
approach to 77.62, 29.31, 78.00, 28.00, and 38.21 % 
when the mock air, argon, oxygen, helium, or nitrogen 
gas, respectively, was introduced as a gas phase. These 
results indicated that the diffusion of generated reactive 
oxidation species in the gas phase occurs during the 
applying high voltage discharge plasma. It was then 
followed by the entering and dissolving the generated 
reactive oxidation species into liquid water solution 
through its surface layer. In the next step, these reactive 
oxidation species will interact and react with CBB dye 
compound in the liquid water as a medium lead to the 































Fig. 4. Decomposition of CBB and MB dyes as water 
pollutant model compounds [11, 12]. 
 
From Fig. 4(a), it can be seen that the oxygen gas or 
mock air appears to give the higher rate of CBB dye 
compound degradation compared to other gas species 
when this gas was acted as a gas phase. It was well 
known that the oxygen base reactive oxidation species, i.e. 
hydrogen peroxide and ozone, possessed the high 
reactivity properties. These reactive species may interact 
and react intensively with organic compounds including 
CBB dye with liquid water as a medium. Probably, the 
oxygen base reactive oxidation species were produced 
abundantly during the applying high voltage discharge 
plasma in the slug–flow reactor system with an oxygen 
gas as a gas phase. As a result, the decoloration process 
of CBB dye compound can be proceeded effectively. In 
addition to this reaction, the reaction between the CBB 
dye compound via its functional group with the oxygen 
radicals can also occur directly that can enhance the 
decoloration process [43, 44]. Since the mock air had an 
oxygen gas as a main component, the same reaction step 
process also might be occurred when the mock air was 
employed as a gas phase in the same reactor system. 
Hence, the decoloration of CBB dye compound was also 
obtained in high–rate degradation when the mock air was 
acted as a gas phase at the similar reactor system. 
At the same operating parameters, the degradation 
rate of dye compound can increase significantly when the 
high voltage discharge plasma was operated in the slug–
flow reactor system with helical type. Note, in this 
reactor type, the solution of MB dye compound was 
applied as a starting material; and only the helium, argon, 
or oxygen gas was applied as a gas phase. Like the CBB 
dye compound, besides the toxic property to aquatic life, 
this dye compound also can decline the photosynthesis 
activity due to it able to obstruct the light penetration in 
the liquid water medium [11, 16]. As shown in Fig. 4(b), 
the MB dye compound could be degraded over than 85% 
with the various gaseous as a gas phase. The degradation 
rate could approach to 86.98, 93.73, and 99.18% with 
helium, argon, or oxygen gas as a gas phase, respectively. 
This result confirms that the contact area and the contact 
time between gas–liquid water and applied discharge 
plasma in the high voltage discharge plasma technique 
are important factors for the decoloration of dye 
compounds. Based on the experimental results, it could 
be said that this decoloration technique with the straight 
or helical type reactor is a simpler and more effective to 
decompose the dye compounds compared to 
biodegradation, physical or chemical way [40, 45, 46]. 
Moon et al. [45] reported that the CBB dye compound 
decomposition could approach to 88% by using 
photocatalytic decomposition technique. However, this 
photocatalytic reaction needs long reaction time, around 
200 min, with pH environment at 10. When the pH 
environment shifted to 2, this technique can only 
decompose CBB dye compound at around 20% with the 
same reaction time. In biological process, Paz et al. [40] 
reported that, in addition to the complex process, the 
maximum removal of CBB dye compound at around 54% 
can be obtained after 72 h. Furthermore, it seems that 
the application of high voltage discharge plasma in the 
slug–flow type reactor system is more effective than in 
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the batch type reactor system for the water pollutant 
compound decomposition. Abdel–Fattah [47] employed 
the plasma jet at an atmospheric condition with helium 
gas to decompose MB dye compound in a batch reactor 
system. As starting solution, he used 30 ml of MB dye 
compound solution with 35 ppm concentration. When 
the flow rate of helium gas is 10 l/min, the MB dye 
compound can be decomposed to 98.5% after 40 min 
treatment time. However, when the flow rate of helium 
gas was decreased to 2.5 l/min, the degradation of MB 
dye compound was 60% with the same treatment time. 
Nishiyama et al. [48] also conducted experiment for the 
MB dye compound decomposition by using pulsed 
discharge plasma in the batch type reactor system. The 
argon gas at 4 l/min flow rate was introduced into the 
reactor to generate the bubbles. 1 ppm MB dye 
compound solution at 550 ml volume was used as a feed 
solution. They reported that the MB dye compound can 
be converted to 90% after 30 min applying pulsed 
discharge plasma. 
 
5. Nanoparticle Synthesis 
 
As mentioned in the Introduction–Section, the high 
voltage discharge plasma in a slug–flow reactor system 
was also used to synthesize silver or gold nanoparticles. 
There are many techniques to produce metal 
nanoparticles including silver and gold, i.e. physical, 
biological, chemical techniques [49–51]. In physical 
technique, nanoparticles were usually formed by the 
reducing size of the bulk material. In this technique, since 
the chemical reagents or solvents were not involved 
during process, the contamination of the final products 
can be avoided. However, the physical technique is 
generally costly. In the biological or chemical technique, 
nanoparticles were formed by constructing atoms or 
molecules. The chemical technique is the most common 
technique to generate nanoparticles due to this technique 
is easy and convenience process and needs simple device. 
Nevertheless, in this technique, the chemical reagents or 
solvents were involved during nanoparticles generation. 
Hence, the hazardous residues might be generated and 
obtained at the end process. Compared to the physical or 
chemical technique, the biological technique was 
recognized as a cheap and an environmentally friendly 
technique. In the biological technique, the living 
organisms were employed to generate molecules to 
substitute the chemical reagents that were involved in the 
nanoparticle generation process. Nevertheless, in 
addition to the reproducibility process of this technique 
was limited, the biological technique may also result in 
the biological contaminant residues as undesired 
products. To overcome the problem, here, the generation 
silver or gold nanoparticles by the applying high voltage 
discharge plasma in a slug–flow reactor system with 
argon gas as a gas phase was demonstrated. 
Figure 5 shows the UV–vis spectra of the collected 
solution products from slug–flow reactor system after 
treatment by high voltage discharge plasma. This analysis 
type was known as the simple and the first technique for 
metal nanoparticle characterization, including silver or 
gold, based on its physical phenomenon such as surface 
plasmon resonance. As shown in Fig. 5(a), it was clearly 
that the collected solution products seem to have the 
strong absorption light from 380 to 440 nm when the 
silver nitrate solution containing starch as a stabilizer was 
fed into the slug–flow reactor system and treated by high 
voltage discharge plasma. Conversely, the peak 
absorption light at the similar regions was found with the 
weak intensity when the silver nitrate solution without 
starch was fed as a starting material. This indicated that 
the silver nanoparticles were produced and dispersed in 
the collected solution products with the existence of 
starch in the starting material [52, 53]. It seems that 
starch is able to adsorb and to bind the silver 
nanoparticles which were generated during the applying 
high voltage discharge plasma, where this adsorption 
process may avoid the growth and the agglomeration of 

































Fig. 5. UV–vis spectra of solution product containing (a) 
silver [13] and (b) gold nanoparticles [14]. 
 
Contrary to this, without the starch addition in the 
starting material, the silver nanoparticles underwent 
aggregation process via the formation of silver 
nanoparticle cluster [54–56]. Besides the UV–vis analysis, 
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the energy–dispersive X–ray spectroscopy analysis (EDX) 
was also performed to characterize the collected particle 
products. This analysis technique is simple and able to 
identify the chemical composition of the various 
nanoparticles. Figure 6 displays the EDX spectrum of 
the generated silver nanoparticles produced from the 
starting material with the starch addition of 0.40 wt%. 
This figure exhibits that the strong signal at 3 keV 
attributing to the silver element zone was clearly 
observed indicating the existence of silver particle in the 
in the collected solution product [57, 58]. Other elements, 
i.e. carbon, oxygen, and copper elements, were also 
clearly observed in this spectrum. The oxygen and 
carbon elements might be originated from the starch 
molecule degradation during applying high voltage 
discharge plasma that may adhere to the surface of silver 
nanoparticle. While the peak spectrum attributing to 
copper element might be provenance from the TEM 
copper grid that was employed as a medium for the 













Fig. 6.  EDX analysis of silver nanoparticle [13]. 
 
In addition to the UV–vis analysis result, by using a 
common digital camera (Olympus TG–3), it was clearly 
that the different color was found between the collected 
solution product from the starting material without and 
with the starch addition (see Fig. 5(a)). The photographs 
show that although the collected solution product from 
the starting material without the starch addition seems to 
possess a whitish or transparent gray color dominantly, in 
fact, the yellow color at the low intensity was still 
obtained in this solution product. In agreement with the 
UV–vis analysis result, it reveals that the silver 
nanoparticle was successfully produced and distributed in 
the collected solution product although in the low 
concentration. At the same operating conditions, the 
collected solution product with yellow color was 
obtained obviously when the starting material with the 
starch addition was flowed in the slug–flow reactor 
system. This result pointed out that the existence of 
starch in the starting material may lead to bind and to 
stabilize the generated silver nanoparticle resulting in the 
colloidal solution easily. Apparently, the collected 
solution product colors shifted from a clear light yellow 
to a muted yellow color with increasing the 
concentration of starch as a stabilizer. Since the colloidal 
solution color was generally associated with the surface 
plasmon resonance characteristic, the color shift of these 
solutions might be influenced by the generated silver 
nanoparticle amount in the solution. It seems that the 
large amount of the generated silver nanoparticle can be 
pointed out by the muted yellow color of the solution 
product due to the caping or the binding process of these 
nanoparticles might be occurred effectively at the higher 
starch concentration [56]. There was no precipitation 
during experiments, even after it was stored in several 
weeks, the sedimentation was also not found at each 
collected sample. Consequently, when the UV–vis 
spectrophotometer was used to analyze these collected 
solution products, the different peak intensities were 
obtained at the regions of 380 to 440 nm which were 
attributed to the presence of silver nanoparticle. At the 
highest starch addition concentration (0.60 wt%), the 
sharp peak with a high intensity was observed clearly. 
Although the decreasing starch addition concentration 
was followed by the decreasing peak intensity at these 
regions (380 to 440 nm), it seems that each collected 
solution product had the similar maximum wavelength at 
418 nm. Hence, it could be said that the starch addition 
at a certain amount might offer medium for the silver 
nanoparticle nucleation and bind them to avoid the 
agglomeration process and any further growth. 
Like the collected solution product containing silver 
nanoparticles, the collected solution product obtained 
from the hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III) tetrahydrate 
solution as a starting material was also analyzed by using 
UV–vis spectroscopy equipment via the quartz cuvette 
device. Figure 5(b) shows the UV−vis spectra of the 
collected solution product containing gold nanoparticle 
at various pH values after the applying high voltage 
discharge plasma. It can be seen that the peak spectra at 
the wavelength regions between 510 and 550 nm were 
found at each collected sample. These peak spectral were 
associated with the presence of gold particle in the 
collected solution products where their optical 
absorption intensities were strongly affected by the 
dispersity, shape, and number of the gold particles [59–
61]. This figure also displays the collected solution 
product containing gold nanoparticle possessed the 
purple color owing to the surface plasmon resonance 
characteristic of gold particles [59, 62]. The purple color 
also indicates that the gold nanoparticles were dispersed 
in the collected solution product in stable form. As 
shown in Fig. 5(b), though the purple color could be 
observed in all solution products with the different pH 
conditions, obviously, the strongest purple color was 
appeared in the collected solution product with pH value 
of 9.5. It shows that the collected solution product also 
had the highest optical absorption intensity at this pH 
value. This result indicated that the gold nanoparticle 
organizational or structural might be affected by the pH 
value of solution which was used as a medium. Between 
the pH values of 3.5 (acid environment) and 11.5 (base 
environment), the collected solution product seems to 
possess the different color in slightly. At an acid 
environment, the collected solution product had purple 
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color, while the red–purple color of the collected 
solution product was obtained in a base environment. 
They also had the distinct peak spectral intensity; in acid 
environment, the strong peak spectral intensity occurs at 
the wavelength of 535 nm, and in base environment, the 
strong peak spectral intensity was found at the 
wavelength of 511 nm. Since the increasing size of gold 
nanoparticles may promote the red shift of peak spectral 
absorption [59], it can be concluded that this experiment 
may result in the gold nanoparticle with the larger size in 
acid environments compared to those in base 
environments. Probably, the different reaction 
mechanism for the formation of gold nanoparticle by 
using this technique occurs [63–65]. At an acid 
environment, the gold nanoparticle was generated via the 
reduction reaction of tetrachloroaurate ion (AuCl4–), 
while at a base environment, the gold nanoparticle was 
formed from the reduction reaction of gold ion complex 
(Au(OH)4−). These reaction mechanisms were expressed 
as follows [63–65]: 
 
AuCl4
− +  3H•    ==> 3HCl + Au0  +   Cl− (9) 
Au(OH)4
− +  3H•    ==> 3H2O  +  Au
0  +  OH− (10) 
where reactions 9 and 10 take place in the acid 
environment (in this case of pH 3.5) and the base 
environment (in this case of pH 9.5 or 11.5), respectively. 
To understand the physical properties of silver or 
gold nanoparticles, i.e. size, shape, or dispersity, a few 
drops of the collected solution products were dropped 
on the TEM copper grid and then immediately dried in a 
vacuum desiccator at room temperature around 
overnight. Next, it was submitted into TEM equipment 
to observe their physical properties. In most cases, the 
TEM analysis was used to corroborate for the formation 
particle at the nanoscale. Even, this analysis may also 
offer the preliminary information for the size distribution 
of particles including silver and gold particles. Figures 7 
and 8 exhibit the TEM images of silver and gold 
nanoparticle products with their size distributions at 
various operating conditions. It shows that the generated 
silver nanoparticles seem to have spherical morphology 
and they are well dispersed in the collected solution 
products at each operating condition. As mentioned 
above, the addition of starch in the starting material was 
acted as a stabilizer during the silver nanoparticles 
formation. Hence, the well dispersion of them in the 
collected solution products could be associated with the 
effective passivation by starch molecule during 
experimental process. The silver nanoparticle passivation 
process is able to suppress the aggregation and further 
growth of nascent silver particle. This passivation 
process occurs on its surface, where among the silver 
nanoparticle and the starch molecule interacts strongly 
through its active functional groups [56, 66, 67]. 
Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 7, the agglomeration 
might be still occurred on the smaller particles resulting 
in the larger particles. This phenomenon occurs at each 
operating condition. As a result, in each population, the 
silver nanoparticles with the different sizes can be still 
found easily. Next, the ImageJ software was used to 
understand the size distribution of particle products 
based on the TEM images (Figure 7(a–c)). At least 
several hundred (>300) of silver nanoparticles from each 
image in these figures were selected randomly. The 
distribution of sizes and the mean particle size of the 
generated silver nanoparticles obtained at each operating 
condition was exhibited in Fig. 7(d–f). It shows that the 
collected particle products had average diameter sizes of 
8.00, 6.04, and 6.23 nm when the concentration of starch 
addition in the starting material was 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 wt%, 
respectively. It was observed that the different 
concentration of starch in the starting material did not 
give a high effect on the size of the silver nanoparticle 
products.  
Hence, it could be said that whatever the starch 
addition amount in the starting material will be able to 
bind well the silver nanoparticle which were formed 
during the applying high voltage discharge plasma in the 
slug–flow reactor system. As a result, the absorption 
peak at the wavelength of 418 nm as an absorbance 
maximum for surface plasmon resonance of silver 
nanoparticles was not changed and still maintained (see 
Fig. 5(a)) [67]. Cheviron et al. [67] conducted 
experiments to observe the effect of carbohydrate 
addition on the silver nanoparticle synthesis in the 
aqueous solution at hot environments. When the size of 
silver nanoparticle products on average were less than 10 
nm, the carbohydrate addition amount in the starting 
material did not give a strong affect on the agglomeration 
during experimental process. Conversely, when the 
population size of silver nanoparticles on average were 
higher than 10 nm, the amount of the presence of 
carbohydrate addition in the starting material may 
promote the agglomeration during experimental process. 
As displayed in Fig. 8(a–c), the generated gold 
nanoparticle morphology is very similar with the 
morphology of silver nanoparticle products. Their 
morphologies are spherical shape in all operating 
conditions, and these nanoparticles were also obviously 
well dispersed in the collected solution products 
indicating that the gold nanoparticle was successfully 
produced through the self–assembly process with lysine 
compound as a capping agent [68−70]. Selvakannan et al. 
[68] did experiment to cap gold nanoparticle by using 
amino acid with lysine as a model compound in a liquid 
water as a medium. With lysine compound as a capping 
agent, the gold nanoparticles were successfully assembled 
in aqueous environment via the reduction reaction of 
gold ion by using sodium borohydride at around 
isoelectric point (pI) of lysine compound. They 
mentioned the gold nanoparticles formation mechanism 
via self–assembly process. The mechanism was initiated 
by the binding process of gold nanoparticle via its 
surface by one amino (−NH2) group as a reactive site in 
lysine compound. In the next process, the carboxyl 
(−COOH) group and the terminal amino group interact 
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with the reactive sites of lysine compound to form 
hydrogen bonds where this lysine compound was bound 
to the adjacent gold nanoparticles through their surface. 
In view of this reaction mechanism, the formation of 
lysine molecule layers at the adjacent gold nanoparticles 
might be occurred, and it was exhibited in the Fig. 9. It 
seems that the lysine molecule layer possessed 1.5 to 2.0 
nm the interparticle space when the experiment was 
carried out at the environment with 9.5 pH value [71, 72]. 
This interparticle space was determined by using the 
Gatan microscopy suite software which was installed the 
TEM device. 
Like the size determination of silver nanoparticles, 
the size of the generated gold nanoparticles was also 
determined by using ImageJ software based on their 
TEM images. At each operating condition, it showed 
clearly that each population of gold nanoparticles had the 
different size (see Fig. 8(d–f)). On average, the size of the 
generated gold nanoparticles was 9.83, 5.41, and 4.51 nm 
when the experiments were conducted at the pH values 
of 3.5, 9.5, and 11.5, respectively. This different size 
might be associated with the number of electric charges 
from the lysine compound which was affected by the pH 
value of medium. At the high pH environments, the 
lysine molecule had negatively charged, and conversely, 
the electric charged of lysine molecule shifted to positive 
charged at the low pH environments. Consequently, the 
balance of the number electric charge from lysine 
molecule was not reached at each environment resulting 
in the different size of gold nanoparticle products 
[68−70]. As shown in Figure 8, the largest diameter size 
of the generated gold nanoparticles was obtained at the 
low pH environment (pH 3.5). It was well known that 
when the metal nanoparticles including gold were 
functionalized with amino acid, i.e. lysine, may promote 
self–assemble process via the formation of hydrogen 
bonds with the amine and/or carboxyl groups that can 
be found in the chemical structure of lysine [73, 74]. At 
the low pH environment, the carboxyl group did not 
undergo reaction dissociation; therefore, the interaction 
of gold nanoparticles and carboxyl group could be 
avoided. Nevertheless, the zwitterionic species is still able 
to activate the amine group to interact with the gold 
nanoparticles. As a result, the agglomeration of gold 
nanoparticles is still occurred to result in the bigger 
diameter size. On the contrary, the carboxyl group 
underwent reaction dissociation under base conditions, it 
means at the high pH environment (pH 9.5 or 11.5). This 
reaction can give a beneficial effect, where this reaction 
dissociation can obstruct the crosslinking reaction 
through the binding of the amine group and the gold 
nanoparticles [73, 74]. Next, the generated gold 
nanoparticles with the smaller diameter size were formed 
when the experiments were carried out at the high pH 
environment. 
 
6. Conclusions and Future Directions  
 
The high voltage discharge plasma in the slug–flow 
reactor system was successfully employed as a medium to 
decompose water pollutant compounds and to synthesize 
metal nanoparticles. The experiments were carried out at 
room temperature with the diverse gas types as gas 
phases. The reactive oxidation species, mainly the oxygen 
base reactive species, were obviously observed and 
identified by the OES device at each gas type, where the 
generation rate of them can be improved significantly by 
changing the reactor type from straight to helical form. 
The UV–vis spectra illustrated that the CBB or MB dye 
removal rate had order from oxygen > air > nitrogen > 
argon > helium. Furthermore, the silver or gold 
nanoparticles were also successfully formed by this 
plasma reactor system, except the gold nanoparticles 
produced at an acid environment, their diameter sizes 
were less than 10 nm on average. Although the high 
voltage discharge plasma was successfully applied in the 
slug–flow reactor system and employed as a medium to 
decompose water pollutant compounds and to synthesize 
metal nanoparticles, several challenges remain, 
particularly since most high voltage discharge plasma 
systems being constructed for small-scale processes, 
including our discharge plasma system. Therefore, more 
research efforts were needed to successfully generate 
plasma technology that is more appropriate for 
industrial-scale applications. However, it can be 
proposed that our high voltage discharge plasma system 
is usable technique for advanced organic compounds 
degradation and nanoparticles synthesis using the 
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